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Follow phrasal verb
Follow synonyms phrasal verb. To follow someone phrasal verb. To follow orders or instructions phrasal verb. Follow through phrasal verb. Follow suit phrasal verb meaning. Chase or follow phrasal verb. Follow up phrasal verb. Phrasal verb meaning follow.
Separable Phrasal Verbs The object can come after the following frasal verbs or can separate the two parts: you have to do this paint work above. You have to do on this paint job. When the object of the following frasal verbs is a pronoun, the two parts of the frasal verb must be separated: you have to do it more. Verb that means example exploding
exploding the terrorists tried to blow up the train station. Having to talk about a subject my mother brought up that little care of my criminal record again. Educating the children raise it is not easy to raise their children nowadays. Cancel canceled have called Off Meeting this afternoon no longer to repeat a job do this finished work. Complete
complete form to fill out this registration form and send it to. Filling the capacity filled the shopping cart with free food. Discovering to discover my sister found that her husband had been organizing a surprise party for her. Giving something to someone else for free the service station was giving free gas. Return to return my brother object to borrow
my car. I have the feeling that he is not going to return it. Hand to present something (assignment) students deliver their documents and left the room. Hanging Something on the hook or receiver She hung up your phone before hike her clothes. Contain up I hate to keep the meeting, but I have to go to the bathroom. Contain up (2) Rob three masked
armed men support this afternoon security bank. Leave out omitting you left out the part on the police pursuit towards asylum avenue. Looking beyond examining, checking the lawyers watched newspapers carefully before questioning the witness. (They looked at them carefully.) Search for research in a list you wrote badly this word. You'd better
look up. Make up invent a story or lie down knew that she was in trouble, so she was a story to go to the cinema with her friends of her. Doing out to hear, understand her was so far away, we couldn't really understand what she was saying. Choose Choose There were three men in the line-up. She chose the boy she thought she had stolen her bag.
Collect lift something out something else crops the whole house. (Watch to pick it up.) Step out of calling attention to what we drove through Paris, Francoise underlined the main historical sites. Put by save or memorize we put the money away for our guesthouse. He put the cereal boxes away. Disclaimage we refer we asked the boss to postpone the
meeting until tomorrow. (Please put it out for another day.) Wear put clothes on the body I put on a sweater and a jacket. (I put them up quickly.) Turn off the fire brigade off the home fire before it could spread. (They put out quickly.) Read on Puruse I read over my homework, but I couldn't make any sense. Established to organize, start my wife
together the living room exactly the way she wanted. She configure it. Break down a written note are your instructions. Write them before forgetting it. Remove your clothes and eliminate was so hot that I had to take my shirt. We speak more than discussing we have serious problems here. Let's talk about how adults. throw away discarding this is a
lot of money! Not only throw it away. Try put dressed to see if she fits you tried to fifteen clothes before finding one who liked. Try trial I tried four cars before I could find one I liked. Lower the lower volume The radio is driving me crazy! Please refuse. Turn down (2) refuse you did For a promotion twice this year, but both times rejected. Raising
raising the grandfather's volume could not hear, so he turned the hearing aid of him. Turn off the switch The electricity we turned off the lights before someone could see each other. Deactivating (2) reject 'been a disgusting film. It really turned off. Turn on the switch to the electricity turn on the CD player so we can dance. Use up to discharge,
completely use the members of the Gang used all the money and we went to steal some more banks. Inseparable Phrasal Phrasal (Transitive) With the following frasal verbs, the lexical part of the verb (the part of the frasal verb that bears the "verb that means") cannot be separated from the prepositions (or other parts) that accompany him: "who will
take after the my property when I went? " Word that means example called asking to act in the classroom the teacher invited students in a back row. Call (2) Visit the old minister continued to invite his sick parishioners. To overcome recovering from illness or disappointment I passed the influence, but I don't know if I ever succeed to overcome my
broken heart. Going over reviewing students went beyond the material before the exam. They should have passed over twice. Go through use on; They consume country crossed most of his carbon reserves in a year. Do you go through all your money? Looking up to take care of my mother promised to take care of my dog while I was away. Gooking to
investigate the police will examine the possibilities of undue appropriation. Bill discovered by chance I came across my old roommate at the college meeting. incurring to meet Carlos ran into his English professor in the corridor. Take after resembling my second child seems to take after him. Wait for serve seemed strange to see my old waiting head
on the tables. Three-Word Phrasal Verbs (transitive) with the following frasal verbs, you will find three parts: "My brother left the school before he could graduate." Word that means breaking example up interrupt (a conversation) I was talking to the mother when the operator interrupted on our call. Recover the delay with keeping step after our onemonth journey, it was time to recover the delay with neighbors and news in the city. Check-up to examine, investigate the kids promised to check-up on the condition of the summer home from time to time. Coming to contribute (suggestion, money) after years of giving anything, the old parish chamber was able to come up with a donation of a
thousand dollars. Cut down shortening (charges) We have tried to reduce the money we spent on entertainment. Abandoning the competition school I hope that none of my students abandon the school this semester. Get along with having a good relationship with I found it very difficult to get along with my brother when we were young. Garage it with
escape Janik blame betrayed the exam and then tried to do it Franca. Get rid of eliminating citizens tried to get rid of their corrupt mayor into recent elections. Get through with finish when you ever get through with that program? Keeping up with keeping step with it is difficult to keep up with the Jones, when you lose your job! Looking forward to
anticipate with pleasure I always anxious about the beginning of a new semester. Looking down at the bottom of contempt is typical of a children's village that citizens are looking at their geographical neighbors from above. Looking into visiting (someone) we were going to look up my brother-in-Law, but he wasn't at home. Looking out to be careful,
anticipate good instructors looking out for the first signs of bankruptcy in their students look to respect before elementary actually look at their teachers. Be sure to verify make sure that the student's identity before leaving him in the classroom. Putting up with tolerate the teacher had to put up with a great quantity of dialogue with new students.
Short exhaust supply the short energy guides before the end of the race. Taking care of being responsible for my sister Major took care of us smaller children, after the death of the mother. talk about answering Impolityly the star He talked back to the car and was thrown out of the team. Retenging a recall I often think back to my childhood with
great pleasure. Walking on her abandon her husband her husband walked on her and their three children. Intransitive Phrasal Verbs The following frasal verbs are not followed by an object: "Once you get out of the house, you can never go really new." Word that means example breaking down stop working that old jeep had a tendency to break down
only when I needed more. Take foot foot Popular popular songs seem to capture before California and then spread to the east. Go back back to a Place Father promised that we would never return to this horrible place. Entering incoming they tried to enter through the back door, but was blocked. Come and regain the conscience that he was hit at the
very hard head, but after several minutes, he started coming again. Come and visit the children promised to come, but they never do. Drop with the visit without appointment we used only, but they were never at home, so we stopped doing it. Eat out dinner in a restaurant when we visited Paris, we loved eating out in sidewalks. Get surviving Uncle
Heine didn't have much money, but he always seemed to get without borrowing money from relatives. Raised emphasizes his grandmother tried to get up, but the sofa was too low, and she couldn't do it alone. Go back Return to a place It is difficult to imagine that we will never return to Lithuania. Continue continues, he would have finished a dickens
novel and then go ahead. Continue (2) Accages that the policemen heard all the noise and stopped to see what was happening. Growing Aging Charles grew up to be very similar to his father. Keep away the judge stayed away has warned the stalker to keep away from the house of his victim. Continue (with Gerund) continue with the same he tried to
continue singing a long time after he was ruined. Switch off losing consciousness, weak he had drunk too much; It came out on the sidewalk outside the bar. Show unrecoverably demonstrate every time he sat at the piano, we knew he was about to show. Display arrival day after day, Efain showed up for the twenty minutes class late. Wake up aroused
from sleep I woke up when the rooster can sing. They followed the home and problems followed. (Started the problems) is the use correctly in this context? Otherwise, how can I rewrite it with a better phrase? 9 9.
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